The Moving Finger writes; and, having writ,
Moves on: nor all your Piety nor Wit
Shall lure it back to cancel half a Line,
Nor all your Tears wash out a Word of it.
---
Omar Khayyam, *The Rubaiyat*

Using your textbook & lecture notes, you are to define or identify from the list below, keeping them exactly as I have them numbered. **Type (size 11 font) with line spacing 1.15**, skipping a space between terms. Please type the word in **BOLD** type with the definition in regular type. Finished work should be **STAPLED** with **this sheet attached to the top** and handed in on its due date. **All definitions should be in Full Sentences.**

---Study Guides count as 40% of your grade. I am expecting over 600 or more words. Failure to add total word count -3 pts.

---Late work should be delivered to my mailbox in 5-146, to be time stamped & dated.
---Late work is penalized -4 pts daily, including the day it is due.
---No writing = No test. All writings must be completed before taking any tests or quizzes
---This is your **individual work for individual grades**. If I find copied work, all students involved will earn a ‘0’.

**Define or Identity:**

1 - Harun al-Rashid (786-809) – Caliph of Baghdad

2 - Muhammad (570-632)
   a. Hegira

3 – Ka’aba

4 – Mecca / Medina

5 – Qur’an
   a. Suras

6 – Mosque
   a. Minbar
   b. Mihrab

7 – Minaret / Muezzin

8 – Islam / Muslim

9 – Reconquista (of Spain)

10 – Please list the five pillars of Islam (telling me what they stand for)

Below is not part of writing assignment. Just be familiar with it for testing.

**Significant Words & Works to Recognize, Know and Remember:**

A – Calligraphy / Kufic Script or writing
B – Haj
C – Know the importance of the year 622
D - Muslim
E – Know who Allah is
F – Know the special day of the week for prayer
G – Know what happened in Spain
H – Know about the Taj Mahal, Agra, India (1631 – 1647)

Be familiar with Maps and Pictures in the textbook, reading the text beneath them.